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The study aimed to determine whether a self-fitting algorithm for hearing aids

could produce outcomes comparable to those achieved with professionally

fitted hearing aids. Involving up to 40 subjects aged 18 to 80, the research

compared two fittings: one conducted by a professionally trained audiologist

Best Practice Fit (BP-FIT) and one using a self-fitting software (SELF-FIT). Subjects

completed both fittings, with Real Ear Measures and Quick Speech In Noise

(QuickSIN) measures taken before field use of either fitting. The subjects were

randomly assigned to start with either SELF-FIT or BP-FIT, remaining unaware

of their condition throughout the trial. After 2 weeks of hearing aid use in

each condition, subjects provided subjective reports of perceived benefit (via

the APHAB survey) and had their hearing aids reprogrammed for the remaining

condition. The study assessed the e�cacy through objective (REM), behavioral

(QuickSIN), and subjective (APHAB) measures. In summary, the study findings

reveal that the SELF-FIT hearing aid system performed similar to the BP-FIT

across multiple domains. This includes objective measures of self-fitting hearing

aid output assessed through REM, with a di�erence of <5 dB SPL between fitting

conditions, behavioral evaluation of speech understanding in background noise

via QuickSIN, with a di�erence of <2.7 dB SNR between fitting conditions, and

subjective assessment of e�cacy as reported by the user via APHAB, with a

di�erence of <10% between fitting conditions.

KEYWORDS

self-fitting algorithm, professionally fitted hearing aid, real-ear measurements, Quick

Speech In Noise (QuickSIN), subjective assessment, mild-to-moderate hearing loss

1 Introduction

Hearing loss is a prevalent condition that significantly impacts quality of life.

Traditional audiological approaches involve audiologist-best practice-fitted hearing

aids (BP-FIT), which are effective but can be inaccessible due to high costs

and limited availability. The recent introduction of over-the-counter (OTC), self-

fitting hearing aids (SELF-FIT) presents a potential paradigm shift in hearing

care. These devices aim to address accessibility and affordability issues, enabling

users to fit and adjust hearing aids independently (De Sousa et al., 2023).
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Recent regulatory changes, such as the US Food and

Drug Administration’s (FDA) Reauthorization Act of 2017, have

facilitated the emergence of OTC hearing aids. These devices,

characterized by automated fitting processes and user-friendly

interfaces, offer a promising alternative to traditional methods

(National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication

Disorders, 2022). Previous studies have explored various aspects

of self-fitting hearing aids, including different approaches to user-

selected settings (Humes, 2019; Sabin et al., 2020).

The effectiveness of SELF-FIT devices has been the subject

of extensive research. A study conducted by De Sousa et al.

(2023) compared self-fitting OTC hearing aids with remote support

to audiologist-fitted hearing aids. Their findings suggest that

the outcomes of self-fitted devices at 6 weeks post-fitting were

comparable to those achieved through best practice fittings that use

real ear measures. This raises important questions about the future

role of self-fitting hearing aids in addressing the hearing care needs

of a broader population.

Our study builds upon this foundation, aiming to further

evaluate the clinical performance of SELF-FIT hearing aids

in comparison to BP-FIT models. We focus on objective

audiological measurements, behavioral responses, and reported

subjective benefits to comprehensively assess these innovative

devices. Our research seeks to contribute to the growing body

of evidence supporting the efficacy of SELF-FIT hearing aids and

to explore their potential in transforming hearing care access

and affordability.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

Our study enrolled 40 adult participants from a community

of individuals experiencing mild-to-moderate hearing loss. We

emphasized recruiting participants with prior experience using

hearing aids but also accepted a small number from the same

demographic who had limited or no hearing aid experience.

Enrollment was equally divided between two sites: 20 participants

at San Jose, CA (Site 1), and 20 participants at San Francisco, CA

(Site 2).

The study’s inclusion criteria comprised participants meeting

the following specifications: age within the range of 18 to 80

years, mild-to-moderate hearing loss within the 500–4,000Hz

spectrum according to the World Health Organization’s (WHO)

classification, a minimum of 1 year of prior experience with

hearing aids, proficiency in operating a laptop/desktop for internet

browsing and online survey participation, and proficiency in

English for effective communication and survey completion.

Conversely, exclusion criteria stipulated the exclusion of

individuals with any reported history of significant neurological

deficits, such as stroke or Alzheimer’s disease, or those

demonstrating an incapacity to maintain alertness during

initial testing.

Comprehensive details regarding participant demographics,

characteristics, and subgroup analyses such as randomization

groups are delineated in Supplementary Tables 1–4. Briefly, the 4

Frequency Pure Tone Average (PTA) for all 80 combined ears

was 41.45 dB HL, consistent with mild to moderate hearing loss.

Specifically, 8.75% of ears had slight hearing loss, 32.5% had mild

hearing loss, and 58.75% had moderate hearing loss. Additionally,

the average Word Recognition Score (WRS) was 91.48%, with

68.75% of ears demonstrating normal or excellent scores, 18.75%

with good scores, 3.75% with fair scores, 8.75% with poor scores,

and none with very poor scores. See Supplementary Tables 1–4 for

more details.

2.2 Study design

This clinical trial employed a repeated measures crossover

design. Participants were exposed to two conditions: SELF-FIT

and BP-FIT with use of receiver-in-canal (RIC) hearing aids

with single vent domes, each for a period of 2 weeks, without

a washout period between them (Figure 1). The objective was

to assess the effectiveness of these conditions in real-world

settings, understanding that not including a washout period

meant participants’ listening environments remained consistent

throughout the trial.

Participants initially completed a survey to provide baseline

information about their hearing history. This was followed by an

audiologic evaluation during their first visit to confirm their trial

candidacy based on the inclusion criteria. Participants who met

these criteria were then randomized into two groups. One group

started with the BP-FIT condition and then switched to SELF-FIT,

while the other group began with SELF-FIT and then moved to BP-

FIT. Objective and behavioral measures were taken at the intake

visit, and subjective measures were collected after 2 and 4 weeks to

assess the effectiveness of each hearing aid condition.

Taking into account clinical best practices, in accordance

with the guidelines set forth by the American Speech-Language-

Hearing Association (ASHA, 2022), it is essential to assess whether

outcomes align with this clinical model when evaluating over-the-

counter (OTC) self-fitting hearing aids. Similar research completed

previously (Food and Drug Administration, 2022) relied on

pairwise comparisons combined with a non-inferiority analysis

to evaluate potential differences between self-fitting hearing aids

and professionally fit hearing aids. A crucial consideration is

whether the outcomes obtained are comparable. Self-reported

hearing aid outcomes serve as standard measures in hearing aid

trials, particularly due to their correlation with consistent usage

of hearing aids (Dornhoffer et al., 2020). This trial was conducted

through a partnership between San Jose State University and an

anonymous industry partner, which provided support in terms of

funding, participants, equipment, and logistics.

2.3 Data collection and analysis

The efficacy analysis incorporated all enrolled participants,

capturing objective, behavioral, and subjective data with exception

to one set of missing APHAB data for a participant seen at the

SJ site due to a deviation from protocol. The analysis included

Real Ear Measure (REM) data for both ears of each participant,
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FIGURE 1

Visual representation of cross-over design used to complete this study. A randomized, cross-over design was used to complete this clinical trial.

Objective and behavioral measures were completed at the intake visit while subjective measures were completed at approximately 2 weeks and 4

weeks after the intake visit to report on use of each hearing aid condition (SELF-FIT and BP-FIT) during the trial.

TABLE 1 Statistical results of e�cacy analyses.

Endpoint Threshold Hypotheses Order e�ects Age Hearing loss

REM 5 dB H0 : Mean Absolute Difference ≥5 dB N/A F = 0.9089 F = 0.7760

H1 : Mean Absolute Difference < 5 dB p= 0.4072 p= 0.4637

QuickSIN 2.7 dB H0 : Mean Difference ≥ 2.7 dB p= 0.7448 F = 1.4152 F = 0.8208

H1 : Mean Difference <2.7 dB p= 0.2557 p= 0.4479

APHAB 10% H0 : Mean Difference ≥10% p= 0.6659 F = 0.0825 F = 0.9910

H1 : Mean Difference <10% p= 0.9209 p= 0.3810

QuickSIN speech recognition test results, and responses to the

APHAB survey.

A non-inferiority analysis was utilized to compare

the experimental SELF-FIT with the BP-FIT across these

three types of measures, similar to previous research

(Food and Drug Administration, 2022). We set specific

criteria for efficacy for each measure and applied a

Bonferroni correction to address the issue of multiple

comparisons in our statistical analysis, with correction

factor of m = 3 applied to p-values computed in non-

inferiority tests. For Real Ear Measures, a difference

of 5 dB or less was set as criteria for efficacy. For

QuickSIN, a difference of 2.7 dB SNR or less was set as

criteria for efficacy. For APHAB, a difference in global

benefit scores of 10% or less was set as the criteria

for efficacy.

2.3.1 E�cacy subgroup analyses
Another set of analyses was conducted to validate

the main findings. These supplementary analyses

examined the potential impact of the order of data

collection for endpoints of interest, severity of hearing

loss, and age groups (see Supplementary Tables 3, 4 for

more details).

These additional analyses are presented for primary and

secondary endpoints. In short, no statistically significant differences

were found among any subgroups evaluated. Table 1 summarizes

these statistical findings for each endpoint.

2.4 Professional audiogram and real ear
measures

During their initial study visit, each participant underwent

a basic audiological evaluation, including pure-tone audiometry

and word recognition tests using the GSI AudioStar Pro at

the San Jose site and the Interacoustics Equinox 2.0 at the

SF site. For the REMs using Audioscan-Verifit2, we assessed

the hearing aid output levels in participants’ ears for both the

SELF-FIT and BP-FIT conditions. The SELF-FIT settings were

generated using a user-directed self-fitting algorithm while BP-

FIT settings were based on professional audiometric thresholds

and adjusted to meet NAL-NL2 gain targets with NOAH interface.

The REMs in both conditions were compared across a range

of input levels of soft at 55 dB, moderate at 65 dB, and loud

at 75 dB.
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2.5 Quick Speech in Noise test

Participants completed the QuickSIN test under

both hearing aid conditions to estimate their ability

to discern speech in noisy environments, without

changing the position of the participant in their chair

and keeping the hearing aid placement consistent for

both conditions.

2.6 Abbreviated Profile of Hearing Aid
Benefit

Participants completed the APHAB survey twice, based on their

experiences with the SELF-FIT and BP-FIT settings. This survey

was designed to evaluate subjective hearing aid benefits in typical

listening scenarios, offering insights into the practical effectiveness

of the hearing aids configured in both SELF-FIT and BP-FITmodes.

3 Results

3.1 Objective measure of hearing aid output

As a primary endpoint, participants (N = 40) completed Real

Ear Measures, an objective measure of output levels while the

hearing aids are worn by the user, to evaluate measured output

between the two conditions of interest.

The examination of Real Ear Measures concentrated on

frequencies crucial for speech understanding, specifically within

the range of 500 to 4,000Hz. This analysis included octave and

interoctave frequencies at 500, 750, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 3,000, and

4,000 Hz.

To calculate the mean absolute difference between the SELF-

FIT and BP-FIT conditions, a series of pairwise measurement

differences were first computed by subtracting each pair of

corresponding REM responses for a given participant ear (e.g.,

the BP-FIT response for each participant, ear, input level,

and frequency was subtracted from the SELF-FIT response for

the corresponding matching participant, ear, input level, and

frequency). The absolute value of these pairwise differences were

averaged across all input levels (55, 65, and 75 dB SPL) and

all frequencies between 500–4,000Hz, yielding a mean absolute

difference value for each participant ear.

Data collected from 20 participants (or 40 ears) were then

analyzed for each site—at San Francisco (SF) and San Jose (SJ)—

as well as an analysis of the 40 participants (or 80 ears) in the study

population as a whole. Taking the study population together, we

have found that the mean absolute difference (MAD), which was

required to be 5 dB or less to pass the non-inferiority analysis, was

2.90 dB (± 1.43, 95% CI: [2.58, 3.21]) and is within the 5 dB margin

of the acceptance criteria (p < 0.0001) (Figure 2A). These data

confirm that the SELF-FIT is not inferior to the BP-FIT according

to study criteria.

Examining this more closely, it is possible that individuals

with different degrees of hearing loss may demonstrate different

outcomes due to the nature of hearing aid programming with

one type of coupler to the ear (in this case, a single vent dome).

FIGURE 2

Overall outcomes for Real Ear Measures, QuickSIN, and APHAB. (A)

Mean absolute di�erences (MAD) in hearing aid output as measured

for SELF-FIT and BP-FIT conditions by Real Ear Measures (REM), with

each point in the box plot representing the MAD for each ear fit in

the study (N = 80). (B) Overall speech intelligibility results compared

across two conditions: SELF-FIT and BP-FIT. Di�erences in SNR

Benefit scores as measured by QuickSIN (N = 40 participants). (C)

Overall derived global APHAB di�erence scores measured across

two conditions: SELF-FIT and BP-FIT (N = 39 participants). Using

these derived global di�erence scores, positive values indicate a

relatively better outcome for the BP-FIT while negative values

indicate a relatively better outcome for the SELF-FIT.

As such, severity of hearing loss was evaluated as a potential

predicting factor of outcomes of interest, using groups defined by

the WHO guidelines as is consistent throughout this report. It
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was observed that there were no statistically significant differences

between groups with differing hearing loss severities (Figure 3A,

Table 1; p= 0.4637).

Finally, age differences could contribute to an individual’s

relative success with the SELF-FIT due to a number of confounding

factors, despite the applied inclusion and exclusion criteria (e.g.,

familiarity and comfort with computer or touch screen use,

associated health issues, etc.). Accordingly, the primary endpoint

was also analyzed to compare outcomes across age groups. It

was observed that there were no statistically significant differences

between age groups (Figure 3B, Table 1; p = 0.04072). Taken

together, there were no significant differences in the outcomes of

the primary endpoint (e.g., Real Ear Measures) due to clinical site,

severity of hearing loss, or age group.

3.2 Behavioral measure of speech
recognition

Participants (N = 40) completed a behavioral measure of

speech recognition in noise as a secondary endpoint to compare

the SELF-FIT and BP-FIT. Generalized speech-in-noise (SIN)

recognition skills were assessed using the QuickSIN (Killion et al.,

2004). Each participant completed two sets of QuickSIN lists for

each condition. Using the final averaged QuickSIN scores for each

condition, a singular difference score was computed by subtracting

the SELF-FIT score from the BP-FIT score for each participant,

indicating the disparity in QuickSIN scores between the

two conditions.

These final difference values between the SELF-FIT and the

BP-FIT were then averaged across participants at each site or

across the full study population as appropriate. A difference

of 2.7 dB SNR between two conditions is considered a critical

difference (Mueller, 2016); therefore, the threshold for success

when comparing the SELF-FIT and BP-FIT was set to 2.7 dB SNR.

The mean difference in QuickSIN scores between the SELF-FIT

and BP-FIT configurations was 0.15 dB SNR Loss (±1.97, 95%

CI: [−0.48, 0.78]) and is within the 2.7 dB SNR Loss margin

of the acceptance criteria (p < 0.0001) (Figure 2B). As seen in

Figure 2B, use of the SELF-FIT was non-inferior to the BP-FIT

when evaluating speech understanding in background noise.

Degree or severity of hearing loss could also contribute to

different speech intelligibility outcomes when comparing the SELF-

FIT and BP-FIT. Accordingly, severity of hearing loss was evaluated

as a potential factor of the secondary endpoint, using groups

defined by the WHO guidelines as is consistent throughout this

report. It was observed that there were no statistically significant

differences between groups with differing hearing loss severities

(Figure 4A, Table 1; p= 0.4479).

Finally, age differences could contribute to an individual’s

relative success with the SELF-FIT. Accordingly, the secondary

endpoint of speech intelligibility was also analyzed to compare

outcomes across age groups. It was observed that there were no

statistically significant differences between age groups (Figure 4B,

Table 1; p= 0.2557).

Taken together, there were no significant differences in the

outcomes of the secondary endpoint that evaluated behavioral

measures of speech intelligibility due to clinical site, presentation

order, degree of hearing loss, or age bracket.

3.3 Subjective report of perceived benefit

As previously described, the APHAB was used to collect

subjective reports of perceived benefit in response to 24 prompt

statements. For each prompt statement, participants (N = 39)

select between an array of semi-quantitative categorical variables to

approximate how often they experienced different problems while

wearing hearing aids. These categories included the following:

Always (99%), Almost Always (87%), Generally (75%), Half-the-

time (50%), Occasionally (25%), Seldom (12%), or Never (1%). The

traditional analysis approach was used to evaluate these reported

scores for each completed APHAB survey; see Cox and Alexander

(1995) for more details.

Each participant completed the APHAB twice: once after

2 weeks using the SELF-FIT hearing aid settings and once

after 2 weeks using the BP-FIT hearing aid settings (note that

approximately half of participants had the order of conditions used

in the field reversed to counter-balance for potential order effects).

These two conditions are then compared against each other to

determine if the SELF-FIT yielded results that were non-inferior to

the BP-FIT.

The APHAB yields a set of scores in a percentage of reported

problems. Therefore, a lower percent value on the APHAB indicates

fewer problems and greater perceived benefit as reported by the

participant; meanwhile, raw APHAB scores with higher percent

values would indicate a greater number of problems. These raw

APHAB scores were then transformed into one comparison value

for each participant, with overall box plot results plotted in Figure 4.

Note that raw APHAB scores are not presented in this report; only

transformed comparison values are presented in this report for

direct comparison within participants.

In this comparison (see Figure 2C), the BP-FIT was subtracted

from the SELF- FIT, which yielded a set of transformed APHAB

scores that include positive and negative percent values, then

averaged for each participant. For these transformed APHAB

scores, a positive value indicates that the reported problems under

the BP-FIT were fewer than the SELF-FIT; therefore, a positive

value indicates a favorable outcome for the BP-FIT. Meanwhile,

using these transformed APHAB scores, a negative value indicates

that the reported problems under the BP-FIT were greater than the

SELF-FIT; therefore, a negative value indicates a favorable outcome

for the SELF-FIT.

When there is a difference of 10% or more favoring the

same hearing aid when using the global score, these results can

indicate with a high degree of certainty that there is a meaningful

difference between two hearing aid conditions (Cox and Alexander,

1995). The presented non-inferiority analysis uses this same 10%

difference threshold to compare the SELF-FIT and BP-FIT.

The mean difference in global APHAB scores between the

SELF-FIT and BP-FIT configurations was −0.51% (±10.22, 95%

CI: [−3.82, 2.81]) and is within the 10% margin of the acceptance

criteria (p < 0.0001) (Figure 2C). As seen in Figure 2C, the

overall perceived benefit of hearing aids in everyday listening

environments was not significantly different when evaluating each

participant’s reported difference between the SELF-FIT and BP-FIT.

Of particular interest is the presentation order of the SELF-FIT

and BP-FIT during field use evaluation of this secondary endpoint

as it is possible that the user could experience acclimatization

during the first 2 weeks using the hearing aids. Order of field use
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FIGURE 3

Di�erence between SELF- and BP-FIT for Real Ear Aided Responses when examining di�erent hearing loss groups and age brackets. (A) Mean

absolute di�erence in real ear aided response (by hearing loss). Using hearing loss groups as defined by the WHO, Real Ear Measures are compared

using box plots to evaluate potential di�erences which may contribute to overall outcomes. (B) Mean absolute di�erence in real ear aided response

(by age bracket). Real Ear Measures are compared across age brackets using box plots to evaluate potential significant di�erences which may

contribute to overall outcomes.

FIGURE 4

Di�erence between SELF- and BP-FIT for Speech in Noise responses when examining di�erent hearing loss groups and age brackets. (A) Mean

di�erence in speech intelligibility (by hearing loss). QuickSIN results grouped by degree of hearing loss (slight, mild, or moderate) are compared using

box plots to evaluate potential significant di�erences which may contribute to overall outcomes. (B) Di�erence in speech intelligibility (by age

bracket). QuickSIN results grouped by age bracket (55 years of age or younger, 56–65 years of age, or 66 years of age or older) are compared using

box plots to evaluate potential significant di�erences which may contribute to overall outcomes.

(whether an individual was assigned to the SELF-FIT condition or

the BP-FIT condition for the first 2 weeks of use) was randomly

assigned throughout the study to mitigate potential differences in

this outcome. However, order effects were further evaluated here

by regrouping the APHAB outcomes by individuals who completed

the SELF-FIT field trial first and those who completed the BP-FIT

field trial first. It was observed that there were no statistically

significant differences between these two ordered groups (Figure 5,

Table 1; p= 0.7448).

Degree or severity of hearing loss could also contribute

to different perceived benefit outcomes when comparing the

SELF-FIT and BP-FIT. Accordingly, severity of hearing loss was

evaluated as a potential factor of this secondary endpoint that

evaluates perceived benefit, using groups defined by the WHO

guidelines as is consistent throughout this report. It was observed

that there were no statistically significant differences between

groups with differing hearing loss severities (Figure 6A, Table 1;

p= 0.3810).

Finally, age differences could contribute to an individual’s

perceived success with the SELF-FIT. Accordingly, the secondary

endpoint of perceived benefit was also analyzed to compare

outcomes across age groups. It was observed that there were no
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FIGURE 5

Mean di�erence in global APHAB scores (by Trial Order). APHAB

results grouped by order of field use (SELF-FIT evaluated first or

BP-FIT evaluated first) are compared using box plots to evaluate

potential significant di�erences which may contribute to overall

outcomes.

statistically significant differences between age groups (Figure 6B,

Table 1; p= 0.9209).

Taken together, there were no significant differences in the

outcomes of the secondary endpoint that evaluated perceived self-

reported benefit due to clinical site, order of field use, degree of

hearing loss, or age bracket.

4 Discussion

The findings from our study contribute significantly to the

growing body of research on self-fitting hearing aid fitting

procedures. The analysis of our primary endpoint, Real Ear

Measures (REMs), aligns with recent studies suggesting that

technological advancements in hearing aids, particularly in self-

fitting algorithms, are increasingly capable of producing outcomes

comparable to professional fittings (Sabin et al., 2020; De Sousa

et al., 2023; Manchaiah et al., 2023; Maidment et al., 2024). Our

results demonstrate that users completing the SELF-FIT procedure

experience hearing aid output levels similar to those obtained

via a BP-FIT. Access to SELF-FIT technology therefore can allow

for greater user autonomy in their hearing aid fitting process

(Sabin et al., 2020; Brice and Almond, 2022) without sacrificing an

adequate fit when compared to a hearing aid fit using best practices.

In the realm of speech understanding in complex

environments, as measured by QuickSIN, our findings echo

the observations of Mackersie et al. (2020), Sabin et al. (2020),

and De Sousa et al. (2023) who reported that user-oriented fittings

could achieve results comparable to professionally fitted devices

in challenging auditory situations. This is particularly relevant

in the current landscape where ease of use and user adaptability

are paramount in hearing aid technology (Convery et al., 2019;

Maidment et al., 2024). Our study reinforces the notion that

SELF-FIT procedures can offer non-inferior outcomes in speech

recognition in noisy environments when compared to traditional

BP-FIT methods.

The subjective experiences measured through the APHAB

survey in our study are noteworthy, as our analysis indicates that

the SELF-FIT procedure offers a level of benefit that users perceive

as comparable to that provided by professional fittings. This aligns

with the other findings which demonstrate comparable objective

and behavioral outcomes between the two conditions.

Moreover, our study’s comprehensive approach, including the

assessment of hearing loss severity and age-related factors, adds

to the nuanced understanding of hearing aid fittings. The lack of

significant differences in outcomes due to these variables suggests

a broad applicability of SELF-FIT procedures across a population

of people with mild-to-moderate hearing loss (Oliver, 2017; Sabin

et al., 2020; Blustein et al., 2022; De Sousa et al., 2023). This is

consistent with the findings of Sabin et al. (2020) and De Sousa et al.

(2023) as well as other recent studies that have also underscored

the potential of self-fitting hearing aids to mitigate accessibility

and customization disparities (Brice et al., 2023; Glista et al., 2023;

Perez-Heydrich et al., 2023).

In conclusion, this study illuminates the advancing field of

hearing aid technology, particularly the effectiveness of SELF-

FIT procedures. These findings reveal that self-fitting hearing aids

are not only comparable to professionally fitted ones in terms

of clinical performance but also excel in offering user-friendly

and adaptable solutions. This indicates a promising future for

hearing aid technology, enhancing accessibility and potentially

transforming the experiences of those with hearing impairments.

Looking ahead, further research should explore the differences

in the perceived patient experience of these self-fitting service

models with the best practices, audiologist-delivered model. It

is crucial to understand how the availability of self-fitting, over-

the-counter (OTC) hearing aids influences their adoption among

the intended users. Greater access to well-functioning technology

that improves an individual’s quality of life may increase overall

diversity through greater inclusion of less-frequently-represented

demographics in the hearing aid population.

Further, OTC hearing aids may require ongoing support from

audiologists or other hearing care professionals in order to ensure

continued success with hearing aids (Perez-Heydrich et al., 2023;

Swanepoel et al., 2023), for example beyond the 4 weeks evaluated

in this study. Additional timely studies as well as public-facing

educational materials will be needed to not only inform patients

of the differences between professionally fit and OTC hearing aids,

but also to help patients filter through the now-growing list of OTC

options—all while continuing to provide the highest quality of care

in all other aspects of the audiologist’s scope of practice.

5 Limitations

While this study unveils significant findings, limitations must

be acknowledged. A single device for both SELF-fitting and BP-fit

procedures was utilized for this study; while this kept the studywell-

controlled, it potentially limited generalizability of these findings

to other self-fitting devices. This is an important consideration as

varied devices and fitting approaches may yield diverse outcomes,

which warrants further research.
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FIGURE 6

Di�erence between SELF- and BP-FIT for global APHAB scores when examining di�erent hearing loss groups and age brackets. (A) Mean di�erence

in global APHAB scores (by hearing loss). Global APHAB results grouped by degree of hearing loss (slight, mild, or moderate) are compared using box

plots to evaluate potential significant di�erences which may contribute to overall outcomes. (B) Mean di�erence in global APHAB scores (by age

bracket). Global APHAB results grouped by age bracket (55 years of age or younger, 56–65 years of age, or 66 years of age or older) are compared

using box plots to evaluate potential significant di�erences which may contribute to overall outcomes.

Moreover, the sample size for this study was insufficient to allow

the subgroup analyses (e.g., age, hearing loss severity) to reveal their

impact on self-fitting outcomes.

Additionally, data logging was not available for the study,

and participants were required to rely on memory to assess

their duration of use. Finally, outcomes were observed 2–3 weeks

post-fitting; future research studies that are longer in duration

would be required to elucidate longitudinal patient outcomes

when using self-fitting technology. Considering physiological

limitations—including presence of cerumen, collapsing ear canals,

dexterity issues, structural abnormalities, and more—is crucial to

understanding when this technology may or may not be successful

among certain patient populations. This emphasizes the need for

further exploration in self-fitting interventions.
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